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A
ll new Surtees models will 
feature an upgraded transom 
design promising greater safety, 
practicality and distance out on 
the water.

The new design, named the 
Offshore Transom, which has been in 
development for the last year, is based 
on feedback from fishermen – with a few 
extra features thrown in. 

The Offshore Transom boasts increased 
fuel capacity, extending the distance 
fishermen can travel without needing 
to refuel. An external fuel filler in the 
transom also means no need to swallow 
fumes when it does come time to fill up. 
Another sought-after feature is additional 
battery storage space, allowing for larger 
electric trolling motors.

Along with easier access to fuel and 
batteries, electrical systems are now fully 
enclosed from the elements, and there 
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game changer for new surtees 
A revolutionary Offshore Transom design has been added to the 
entire Surtees range, along with other impressive features 
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is increased separation for the electrical 
and fuel systems for added safety. We 
moved the fuel filler to the back of 
the transom and then create a further 
separation between battery and fuel, to 
maintain high safety levels. 

For fishermen who are sick of bruised 
knees and cramped corners, an internal 
door provides anglers with extra support 
from inside the boat without losing 
the corner of the vessel. For the bigger 
models (610 upwards) there is also a 
robust built-in flush mounted passenger 
seat, making the most of space within 
the boat.

The new transom also removes age old 
frustrations for fishermen, by providing 
easier access to the main vessel 
bung and bilge pump, and including 

a modified live bait tank that drains 
into the water ballast rather than the 
sump, for a cleaner, more enjoyable 
fishing experience.

Loaded with industry-leading features, 

the Surtees Offshore Transom is sure 
to give fishermen a solid reason for 
upgrading their fishing vessel in 2018.

For further information, and to view 
the Surtees range, visit SA's exclusive 
Surtees dealer South Coast Marine at 23 
Hutchinson St, Goolwa, or call them on 
(08) 8555 2211.
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